Unveiling Nevada’s Majesty in Four Postcards
Julius Higginbotham

In Nevada's embrace, where horizons expand,
    Unveiling a canvas, vast and grand.
Where desert winds whisper ancient tales,
Across landscapes where beauty prevails:

I

In the Valley of Fire, flames aglow,
    Ablaze with rocks in a fiery show.
Carved by nature's artistic hand,
An embered vista, uniquely grand.

II

The Sierra Nevada's snow-capped peaks,
Where nature's silence eloquently speaks.
    Majestic mountains, reaching high,
Painting the azure of Nevada's sky.

III

Behold Lake Tahoe's pristine grace,
Reflecting mountains, a tranquil embrace.
    A crystal mirror, serene and clear,
Whispering tales that draw you near.

IV

From the neon glow of the Strip's allure,
To nature's wonders, striking and pure,
Nevada's scenery, a masterpiece rare,
A treasure trove beyond compare.

- Julius Higginbotham